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Continuously Monitor the Health of 

Identity & Access Management 

Are your Identity and Access Management solutions working effectively for your users and 

optimally for your administrators? 

Managing employee, partner and consumer 

access is critical for your organization’s digital 

transformation.  To protect your business in 

a world of cloud, mobile, and social the 

Identity and Access Management (IAM) 

solutions you deploy must be stable, provide 

early warning of problems, simplify 

troubleshooting, and offer means of 

monitoring service levels.  

A powerful identity performance 

management solution

iamaware™ is a powerful identity performance 

management solution that monitors the 

productivity, security, infrastructure and health 

of enterprise IAM solutions, on-premise and in 

the Cloud. It gives Management the information 

needed to measure & improve the business 

value and service levels of IAM solutions as well 

as help proactively plan for their growth; for a 

fraction of the total spend on IAM, 

For IAM, security and operations 

administrators, it continuously tracks the health 

of the infrastructure, identifies anomalous 

behavior, allows for proactive correction before 

users are impacted, and provides an end to end 

view of IAM across your enterprise.  

iamaware™ Highlights 
 

• Continuously monitors IAM health to 

prevent and detect issues 

 

• Customizable dashboards for different 

users 

 

• See your complete IAM infrastructure in a 

single view…and drill down for details 

 

• Actual usage & trends for identification of 

expansion needs before things go wrong 

 

• Productivity and service level metrics for 

insight into IAM business value 

 

• Rapid time to deploy! 
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Flexible Dashboards Tailored for IAM  

iamaware™ delivers a set of dashboards around Operations, Security and Administration. People 

with different roles in your organization can view any of the dashboards as well as customized 

views.   

The Operations dashboard 

displays information on the 

underlying components and 

servers such asserver CPU and 

memory capacity trends, and 

number of sessions and proxy 

web hits over time. It also 

provides transaction 

performance and can drill 

down to distinguish between 

time in IAM and time spent 

within a downstream 

application – a common question for IAM administrators. The Security dashboard, focuses 

additional attention on statistics that includes failed login attempts and blocked attacks. 

The Administration dashboard provides IAM specific metrics such as number of access requests, 

number of passwords reset via self-service vs help desk, number of service tickets, and privileged 

accounts checked out 

In total, your organization has a complete view to all of the summary information required for 

planning, reporting and managing their IAM services.  

Broad & Deep Infrastructure Views 

An Identity and Access management infrastructure goes wide and deep within an organization’s 

environment when deployed. It is important to consider all the components involved in order to 

keep the environment running smoothly.   

iamaware™ provides a view of every IAM server, across all Production, test and development 

environments. You can see your complete IAM infrastructure in a single view. Then just click and 

drill down to see detailed information on how your servers and appliances are running.  
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There are drill downs per server 

that include status of server, 

percentage of RAM, CPU and 

storage used, number of current 

sessions, transaction performance, 

etc.  Status of all certificates for all 

your IAM component servers are 

listed as well, including their 

expiration dates, preventing the 

urgent scramble through all your 

servers when you can least afford 

the time to do so. 
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iamaware™ includes the related LDAP status and attributes, such as source, target, pending / 

failed, replication queue status, and max connections configured.  These can be challenging to 

find and isolate when they are the cause of an IAM failure or pending issue. 

This is all in real time, with updates displayed as they happen, so you always know where the 

problem is, or isn’t.  And of course, alerts are automatically sent. iamaware™ discovers potential 

issues and sends alerts prior to those issues impacting users. 

Plug-In Architecture Brings Immediate Value 

iamaware™ is not only key to ensuring the smooth operation of your IAM environment, it is also 

designed to provide you value quickly and meet your changing needs.  Monitored products can 

be easily added or removed, so that monitoring your IAM - access management, identity 

management, identity governance, privileged identity management, associated directories and 

databases and application servers - can all be done in one system, and extended further as 

connectors are added or customized for your needs.  

The monitored products include your critical cloud IAM components as well. As an example, 

Microsoft Azure AD is frequently a key element of an IAM environment.  iamaware™ makes it 

easy to ensure that Azure Directory and Federation are operating properly as well.  

Most environments require minimal deployment and customization effort. Relative to typical 

IAM deployments, iamaware™ brings value almost instantly. 

About Pontis Research 

At Pontis Research, we help organizations bridge the gap between what the business wants and 

what information security mandates.  Founded in 1994, we are a team of highly specialized, 

extremely motivated information security consultants and product developers. Combining a 

wealth of experience and in depth technical expertise, we help you frame realistic expectations 

and meet them within time and budget. 

iamaware™ was developed by Pontis Research, building upon the more than 20 years of proven 

industry and best-practice experience and expertise based on actual customer needs. 

Contact Us 

sales@pontisresearch.com 

805-777-7424 x2001 

www.pontisresearch.com 


